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Abstract 

The aim of this research was to facilitate the application of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 

(SPH) method to Computational Fluid Dynamics analysis of turbulent flow through complex 

geometry blood vessels, and to compare it with the state-of-the-art Finite Element Method (FEM). 

SPH offers the possibility to observe motion of fluid fragment or particle inclusion within the 

Lagrangian material framework, giving researchers greater insight into the Fluid-Structure 

interaction such as transportation and distribution of medical particles, or buildup of plaque in 

atherosclerosis. In order to generate the fluid flow in SPH, the particles are created at inlet, and 

destroyed at the outlet. In this paper we present a novel lifecycle algorithm for generation and 

destruction of the particles using particle types, which is more flexible and suitable for the 

complex geometry models in comparison to the current state of the art commercial solutions, 

which use boundary planes. Our algorithm features mother and new-born particle types located at 

inlets used for the particle flow generation, and at the outlets, we have dying and killer particle 

types, which are used for deletion of particles. Based upon the current neighbors, the type of the 

particle is updated within the nearest neighbor search method, which is invoked in each time step. 

The capabilities of the new algorithm are demonstrated using a benchmark example and a realistic 

patient specific geometry, showing similar results, but the SPH advantages of particle tracking are 

yet to be utilized in our future work.  

Keywords: Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics; particle generation; particle 

destruction; inlet; outlet; Lagrangian fluid flow; fluid-structure interaction; blood 

vessels; Finite Element Method; k-ω turbulent model 

1. Introduction 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is mesh-free numerical method which 

was originally designed for solving astrophysical problems [1,2]. Its purpose was 

later extended to Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) problems, governed by 

the Navier–Stokes equations [3], and finally solid mechanics, by adding the 

strength of materials into SPH equilibrium equations [4]. Nowadays, SPH is 

mostly used to simulate high velocity impacts such as bird impacting plane or 

bullet impacting the target [5,6,7]. It is also often used to analyse aircraft ditching 

into water [8] or boat-water interaction [9,10]. These problems involve large 

deformations [11] and breakdown of impacting or impacted body, and are often 

performed using coupling of SPH and Finite Element Method (FEM), increasing 

accuracy and limiting the computational load [12]. FEM is one of the most 

versatile and proliferated numerical methods [13], used both for analysis in 

various industrial [14,15,16] and bioengineering problems [17]. However, large 
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deformations cause mesh distortions [15] leading to inaccurate results, and that’s 

where mesh-free [16] nature of the SPH method gives it a clear advantage. 

Because of this, SPH is often used in the bioengineering [17] to analyse problems 

like pulsatile flow inside left heart cavity [18] and shear stress accumulation in 

blood components behind heart valves [19].  

Further modelling advancement involves patient-specific 3D geometry [20] and 

realistic cardiac mechanics that include inflation and active contraction of a 

ventricle [21]. The most comprehensive multi-physics model now includes 

cardiac electrophysiology, i.e. electromechanical coupling analysis of heart 

excitation and contraction [22].  

SPH is also one of the most suitable numerical methods for particle based 

simulations of Red Blood Cells (RBC), along with the Dissipative Particle 

Dynamics (DPD) and Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) [23].  

For a more accurate representation of RBC, SPH is coupled with Discrete 

Element Method (DEM) which is used to model RBC membrane, while SPH 

represents haemoglobin in RBC and plasma in the blood [24]. However, there is 

another novel approach in which shell-fluid analysis is done purely based on the 

SPH method [25]. It features extrapolation of pressure and velocity fields through 

the wall particles [25]. Deformation of RBC enables them to squeeze through 

narrow capillaries with stenosis, however, there is a critical diameter [24,25] after 

which the flow is blocked. 

Another similar problem is the analysis of the interaction of the blood components 

and plaque in a stenotic coronary artery [26]. This model features FEM-SPH 

coupling in which SPH is used to model blood plasma, RBC as well as White 

Blood Cells (WBC). Modelling blood with SPH requires use of a large number of 

particles in order to avoid deviation of the velocity contours, as is pointed out in 

[27]. SPH can model not only blood-plaque interaction [26], but thrombus 

formation as well [28,29]. Elasticity of the wall can influence flow distribution 

after the bifurcation [30], but in order to obtain the realistic behaviour, 

comprehensive model with the surrounding tissue is required in order to avoid 

unrealistic deformations shown in [30]. 

The most recent, detailed review of the Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) in SPH is 

given in [31] and [32], while a great example of FSI in SPH used for cardio-

vascular analysis is shown in [33]. The review [31] gives general overview of 
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grid-based methods in comparison to the mesh-free SPH, as well as their 

coupling, to achieve flexible and computationally efficient FSI models. One of the 

problems that is pointed out in this review regarding FSI in SPH is the need for 

particle regularization and adaptive particle resolution [34,35] which is needed to 

achieve balance between thoroughly detailed model and computer efficiency. 

From review [32], one can get a concise summary of the state of the art in Weakly 

compressible SPH, Incompressible SPH and Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian 

approach. While reviews [31] and [32] are focused primarily on the positive 

aspects of the SPH method and its various forms, another recent review [36] 

points out disadvantages and problems regarding the SPH method.  

Namely, SPH still has a few grand challenges left to be solved [36], which are 

grouped into the following categories: 

1) convergence, consistency and stability,  

2) boundary conditions,  

3) adaptivity,  

4) coupling to other models,  

5) applicability to industry.  

Boundary Conditions (BC), which are the grand challenge No. 2 [36], sprung out 

many different solutions, developed by various research groups, but there are still  

some limitations that we will address in this paper.  

 The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we reflect on the basic features of 

the SPH method, i.e., kernel and the particle approximations, and stress 

calculations for elastic material model and viscous fluid. In Section 3 we discuss 

turbulence in SPH, and compare it with the implementation of Navier–Stokes 

equations in k-ω turbulent model in FEM. In Section 4 we show a detailed 

depiction of life-cycle algorithm for generation and destruction of SPH particles. 

In Section 5 we first compare results of SPH and FEM analysis for the benchmark 

example, and afterwards briefly describe the methodology used for analysis of 

patient specific models, followed by the results of the simulations for both SPH 

and FEM for the model of the real patient-specific carotid bifurcation. Finally, in 

the conclusion, we discuss the advances introduced to the SPH method with our 

novel particle life-cycle algorithm, and how SPH offers a great potential for 

analysis of the interaction of real particles within a fluid flow, that will be the 

focus of our future work.  
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2. SPH Approximations, Materials and Fluid Flow 

Each pseudo-particle of SPH method [37] is similar to an element in FEM method 

[13], but since there are no common nodes between them, they can have different 

neighbours throughout the simulation, which enables better handling of the large 

deformations [11], but requires the search for the neighbours in every time step. 

Same as FEM method, SPH is based on continuum mechanics [38] approach 

which means that every SPH pseudo-particle [37] describes a certain section of 

material (fluid or solid), and not individual real particles. But, in the rest of the 

paper, we will use term “particles” instead of “pseudo-particles” for concise 

expression, although we still consider continuum sections [38], and not the real 

particles. SPH is also based on the Lagrangian material framework, meaning that 

the motion of the particular material section is observed [39]. On the other hand, 

when used for CFD analysis, FEM implements Eulerian spatial formulation which 

observes a fixed volume through which the fluid flows [39]. Eulerian formulation 

can predict pressure and fluid velocity with great accuracy, as well as forces 

exerted by fluid on the surrounding vessel, but, if we want to observe the 

movements and interactions of particles within the fluid flow [40,23,26] we would 

still need a Lagrangian formulation. The difference between Lagrangian and 

Eulerian formulation is shown in the Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 a) Lagrangian b) Eulerian formulation  

 

As can be seen from the SPH review [32] and detailed investigation [39,41], 

Lagrangian–Eulerian coupling promises advantages of the both formulations 

within one numerical solver and the same model. In our models the considered 

volumes of fluid re are not large enough to make this coupling feasible, so our 

model is fully Lagrangian. Although fluid structure interaction is commonly 

studied using coupled SPH-FEM with fluid modelled with SPH particles and thin-

walled structure (aircraft fuselage or ship hull) modelled with FEM shell elements 

[42], for bioengineering analysis [17], this coupling is often too excessive as both 

solid and fluid matter can be properly represented with SPH particles alone [25]. 

SPH uses kernel approximation and particle approximation [37] to model 

continuum mater (both solid and fluid) which we briefly explain in this section. 
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2.1 Kernel Approximation 

The conservation laws of continuum mechanics [38] are expressed in the form of 

partial differential equations which are transformed into integral equations by 

interpolation function that gives "kernel estimate" of the field variables at point 

[17]. The exact value of the function  f x  in integral form is given with (1): 

     f f d



   x x x x x        (1) 

where  f x  is a function of position vector x  defined in the domain   and 

 
1

0



  



x x
x x

x x
 is the Dirac delta measure [37,40]. Replacing   x x  with 

bell-shaped kernel function  ,W hx x  where h is the smoothing length (bell base 

radius), gives us a kernel approximation [37] of function  f x : 

     ,f f W h d



   x x x x x .      (2) 

The integral form given in Eq. (2) is not practical for numerical implementation 

because analysed continuum is divided into a finite number of particles, which 

carry individual mass and occupy individual space. 

2.2 Particle Approximation 

Continuous integral representations given with Eq. (2) are converted to discrete 

forms of summation over all particles within the support domain [37]. The 

infinitesimal volume d x  is replaced by finite volume of the particle V m     

where m  and   are particle mass and particle density [37]. With the summation 

of all particles within the support domain implemented in Eq. (2), we get particle 

approximation of a function  f x  for particle  : 

         
1 1

, ,
NNP NNP m

f f W h dV f W h


       
  

 

    x x x x x x x   (3) 

where NNP is the number of nearest neighbouring particles [37]. 
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2.3 Elastic Material Model in SPH 

Blood vessels and solid wall in the benchmark example are modelled using the 

elastic material model [38]. However, deformations might be limited by the SPH 

particle constrains, as we will explain later in the algorithm and model 

descriptions in sections 4.3, 5.1 and 5.2. In elastic material model total stress 

tensor ij  is calculated as a sum of hydrostatic pressure  and stress deviator 

tensor ijS : 

ij ij ijp S    ,        (4) 

where ij  represent Kronecker delta [38]. Stress deviator tensor [38] in the next 

time step is calculated by adding its increment to the current step value: 

ijt t t

ij ij

dS
S S t

dt

     .       (5) 

Stress deviator tensor rate is calculated using the shear modulus G [38]: 

1

3

ij

ij ij mm ik jk kj ik

dS
G S S

dt
  
 

      
 

,     (6) 

where strain rate tensor [43] is given with: 

   
1 1

1 1

2 2

NNP NNP

ij i i j j

j i

m W m W
v v v v

x x

   
    

   
 

 


    

     ,   (7) 

while the rotation tensor [43] is given with: 

   
1 1

1 1

2 2

NNP NNP

ij i i j j

j i

m W m W
v v v v

x x

   
   

   
 

 

    

      .  (8) 

The Jaumann stress rate given by Eq. 6. is an objective stress rate, i.e. it does not 

depend on the frame of reference that is used, because SPH is based on 

Lagrangian material formulation, which was already explained at the beginning of 

section 2, and shown in Fig. 1. a). 

p
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2.4 Viscous Fluid in SPH 

Similar to solids, total stress tensor ij  in the viscous fluid [44] consists of the 

hydrostatic pressure p  and viscous stress visc
ij , which is the result of the fluid 

flow: 

visc
ij ij ijp     .        (9) 

Viscous stress [37] can be calculated as: 

2

3

visc
ij i j i j k k ij ijv v v   

 
       

 
,      (10) 

where   is the coefficient of dynamic viscosity and ij  is the strain rate tensor 

[37] which can be calculated as: 

1 1 1

2

3

NNP NNP NNP

ij j i ij

i j

m m mW W
v v W

x x

 
      

 
    

 
  

  

  
    
    

   v .  (11) 

Next, we will compare SPH with FEM for turbulent flow analysis.  

3. Turbulent Flow of Blood in SPH and FEM 

In this section, we first discuss some SPH features that make this method 

convenient for turbulent flow analysis. Next, we briefly present the most 

important features of k   turbulent model which is implemented in FEM [45], 

and which we used for comparison with SPH model and verification of the results. 

3.1 Turbulence in SPH 

Due to the mesh-free, Lagrangian nature [39], the SPH method is naturally suited 

for modelling the turbulent flow. However, we must point out that some authors 

[46,47] propose extending the SPH equilibrium equations with sub-particle scale 

(SPS) turbulence stress. We, on the other hand, choose to rely on the reduction of 

particle size in order to observe the formation of eddies within the fluid flow [48]. 

The SPH is a collocation method [37], with the particles representing collocation 

points in which all the variables are calculated. Each particle has a bell-shaped 

kernel function (Gaussian, 3rd or 5th order polynomial) which is used to interpolate 

values between particles [37], and is somewhat similar to finite element size [13]. 

These kernel functions overlap, which causes a certain smoothing of variables, 
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hence the name of the method. Since smoothing could potentially reduce 

turbulence, the particle size should be significantly smaller than expected eddies. 

However, the increased number of particles consequently leads to impractical 

computational time [27], therefore, some intermediate, optimal size of the 

particles should be chosen, corresponding to the model geometry [48]. However, 

unlike FEM, which requires elements to have common nodes [13], and the 

transition between large and small elements must be gradual, SPH can have a 

mixture of larger and smaller particles [37], as shown in the Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 SPH Turbulent fluid flow  

 

In the Fig. 2. the velocity of the observed particle is a consequence of the 

interaction with the neighbouring particles [37]. Closer particles with larger radius 

of the bell-shaped kernel function have a greater influence. However, if the 

particle size is not uniform, accuracy can be reduced significantly, due to the 

violation of consistency conditions. Dynamic particle refinement and splitting 

scheme [34,35] is one of the proposed answers to adaptivity grand challenge [36]. 

But, in this paper, we will use particles with the same mass and radius, because 

this is more practical if we want to use particle generation to create fluid flow. 

Therefore, in both the verification example and the real patient carotid bifurcation 

case, at the beginning of the analysis vessels are empty, and are subsequently 

filled by generated particles. 

3.2 Turbulence in FEM, Reynolds equations and k-ω turbulent model 

Due to their unstable and divergent nature, the turbulent problems are treated 

through statistical rather than deterministic methods [49]. In this paper, two-

equation statistical model that calculates values in the viscous sublayer is used. 

This approach involves approximation of the velocity of the fluid that can be 

determined as the sum of the average values of velocity and velocity fluctuations 

around that value [40]. The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations 

are based on the Navier-Stokes equation, and the equation of continuity [50]. 

Navier-Stokes equation for incompressible viscous fluid flow [51] in tensor 

notation is given with: 
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j

ji i i

j i j j i

vv v vp
v

t x x x x x
 
      

       
           

,     (12) 

where   is fluid density, p  is pressure in fluid, t  is time, ,i jv v  are velocity 

components of the fluid and   is dynamic viscosity. The equation of continuity 

[13], for the incompressible fluid, can be written in the following form: 

0i

i

v

x





.         (13) 

If the fluid flow is observed by statistically averaged parameters, each variable 

can be represented as the sum of the time averaged value for that parameter and 

the fluctuation around this value [49]: 

     ', ,i i i i i iv x t v x v x t  ,       (14) 

where '
iv  denotes velocity fluctuations around a mean (averaged) value [49] of 

velocity  i iv x  which is calculated as: 

   
0

1
lim ,

T

i i i i
T

v x v x t dt
T

  .       (15) 

Substitution of the previous equations into Eq. 12. with some approximations and 

simplifications [35] gives us the following equation: 

 
j

ji i i
j eff

j i j i

vv v vp
v

t x x x x x
 

       
       

            

,     (16) 

where eff  is the effective dynamic viscosity represented by the sum of the 

dynamic viscosity and turbulent dynamic viscosity [49]: 

eff T    .         (17) 

The turbulent dynamic viscosity is calculated as the ratio of the kinetic energy of 

turbulence k  and specific dissipation of the kinetic energy of turbulence   [50]: 

*
T

k
  


 .         (18) 

The kinetic energy of the turbulence k  is calculated from the following equation: 

 *
j T k k

j j j

k k k
v P k

t x x x
      
      

       
        

,    (19) 
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where kP represents the effect of kinetic energy of turbulence [50] calculated as: 

ji i
k T

j i j

vv v
P

x x x


  
  
   
 

.       (20) 

Specific dissipation of the kinetic energy of turbulence   is variable 

characterizing the scale of turbulence [50] and is calculated using the following 

equation: 

  2
j T k k

j j j

v P
t x x x k



   
     
      

       
        

.    (21) 

The constants * ,  ,  , k ,   and *  from Eq. 18-21. have the following 

values: 

* *5 3 9 1 1
1, , , , ,

9 40 100 2 2
k k           .     (22) 

After the modification of Navier-Stokes equation (Eq. 12.) with an averaged value 

of velocity (Eq. 15.) the same is done with the equation of continuity (Eq. 13.): 

0i

i

v

x





.         (23) 

Eq. 16. and Eq. 23. represent the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations 

[52]. Using the Galerkin method on Reynolds equations [52,53] we get a linear 

system of equations in the matrix form: 

vv vt vp v s

T

vp

0

00 0 0

        
        

        

K K KM V F FV

K PP
.     (24) 

Using the same method [52,53] applied to Eq. 19. and Eq. 21. we get the 

following system of equations in matrix form [45]: 

      

       

         

      

VK MK βk VV1 SK2

VK Mω βω VV2 Sω

M k K K K k K V F

M ω K K K ω K V F
.    (25) 

Grouping together Eq. 24. and Eq. 25. we get a single large matrix equation 

system [45]: 

11 vp 1

T

vp

33

44

0 00 0 0

0 0 0 00 0 0 0

0 00 0 0

0 00 0 0

 




        
        
        
        
        

        

V

VV1 SK2K

VV2 SωK

K K FM V V

KP P

K K FM k k

K K FM ω ω

,  (26) 
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where substitutions for shorter notation are given with: 

11 vv vt 33

44 1 v s

,

,

    

    

VK MK βk

VK Mω βω

K K K K K K K

K K K K F F F
.     (27) 

Matrix equation (Eq. 26.) can be solved using standard FEM incremental-iterative 

procedure [13]. The vector of kinetic energy of turbulence k [52,53], the specific 

dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy ω  [52,53] and the velocity of fluid at the 

end of the time step V  can be calculated as the values from the previous iteration 

and the increment from the current iteration [13]. Matrix M  is mass matrix [13], 

matrices 
vv 2, , ,

VK VV1 VV
K K K K  are matrices with convective members, matrices 

vt , , MK Mω
K K K  are matrices with viscous members and 

v s, , ,
SK2 Sω

F F F F  are the 

volumetric and surface external forces, as explained in detail in [13,45,52,53]. 

4. SPH particle lifecycle algorithm for particle 

generation and destruction (inflow/outflow) 

4.1 Initial state of the art in the commercial software and scientific 

solutions  

As said before, one of the first applications of the SPH method was in CFD [3], 

but that was mostly widespread in the aerospace and naval industry for impact or 

free surface analysis [6-10]. Although there are numerous examples of SPH used 

in bioengineering and biomechanics [18-33], there are still significant challenges 

that make this numerical method less than ideal solution. One of these grand 

challenges [36] is the prescription of realistic boundary conditions, needed for the 

simulation of fluid flow in the Lagrangian formulation, which we will be 

addressing in this paper.  

One frequently used approach in the scientific community was to develop a 

periodic boundary condition [37,54,55,56] which creates replica layers that 

connect the inlet and the outlet of the cylindrical vessel [37,56]. However, this 

solution shown in the Fig. 3 is feasible only in the mechanical and civil 

engineering for e.g. pipeline analysis because the inlet and outlet must have the 

same cross-section. 

 

Fig. 3 Periodic boundary conditions  
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On the other hand, commercial approach to boundary conditions is not so 

sophisticated and involves setting up activation and deactivation boundary planes 

[57,58,59] which is implemented in the commercial LS-Dyna solver (LSTC, 

Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, US) using BOUNDARY_SPH_FLOW 

and CONTROL_SPH (BOXID) keywords [60,61], shown in the Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4 LS-Dyna SPH flow generation  

 

Activation plane is defined using a particular boundary node and a vector [61]. 

SPH nodes used for flow generation are grouped by a node set or a part set [61], 

and at time t=0 they are deactivated. Once they pass through the activation plane, 

they are included in the calculations [60]. 

This solution could provide us with a generation of SPH particles flow into the 

irregular shaped inlet [59], and deletion of particles when they reach a predefined 

box, but, in that case, the outlet must lie on the box face. This however means that 

in the case of multiple outlets they all must be parallel, or perpendicular, which is 

inconvenient for the realistic bioengineering analysis. Also, using commercial 

SPH solvers requires extending the modelled reservoir tubes long enough to 

accommodate the inflow and outflow of particles for the duration of analysed 

cardiac cycles [20].  

In comparison to the commercial solution [60,61], the scientific community has 

enhanced inflow/outflow permeable boundary conditions [62] with generation of 

particles which greatly reduces starting model size. Our initial implementation of 

inlet/outlet BC is similar to the state of the art scientific solution [63] with 

comparison and capabilities given in the next section. 

4.2 Initial particle generation/destruction algorithm 

In order to take advantage of SPH inherit capability to handle turbulence [49], and 

use it in bioengineering [17], we must somehow generate flow through blood 

vessels with complex geometry [26]. The first iteration of our solution was to 

define boundary planes [62] for the generation and deletion of particles as is 

illustrated in the Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Initial SPH generation and deletion solution  

 

Terminology that we used for the specification of components and features of 

particle generation/destruction algorithm is adopted in order to serve as an 

intuitive explanation of the function they perform, which will be particularly 

meaningful later, as we describe our improved complex solution. For example, a 

boundary planes term which is used in [62] is replaced with birth plane and death 

plane, which more precisely define their role in generation and destruction of 

particles. 

Unlike LS-DYNA implementation [60,61] once inactive particle passes through 

activation (birth) plane, it get copied upstream [62] and thus removing the need 

for modelling the whole volume of moving fluid [20]. Inflow/outflow BC 

presented in [62] features the inflow zone. The length of this zone in the flow 

direction is equal to or greater than the smoothing length [62]. The particle that 

passes the boundary plane is copied to the beginning of the inflow zone, with 

prescribed velocity, while the pressure is extrapolated from the interior domain 

[62]. Similar in terminology and function is the solution presented in [64], which 

instead of inflow and outflow zones has two buffer zones and a particle 

management algorithm which transform open boundary particles into regular fluid 

particles and vice versa. The methods presented in [62] and [64] require the 

boundary to be planar and the flow to be normal to the boundary, which is one of 

the major drawbacks of this method that we will correct in our algorithm. 

At the beginning of the analysis, we define an initial position for every particle, as 

shown with blue colour in the Fig. 5, and let the particle move from its initial 

position in the direction of the flow. To visualize this motion in the Fig. 5. we use 

different colour (blue to pink) representing discrete time steps. When the particle 

coordinates are updated, we check if the particle has passed the predefined birth 

plane. Once this condition is satisfied (pink position in the Fig. 5.), the particle is 

copied back to its initial position (marked with black arrow in the Fig. 5.). But in 

the next time step, this condition is still satisfied, and the particle is copied once 

more (red arrow in the Fig. 5.). This would create two copies, created in the two 

consecutive time steps, with very small inter-particle distance, which would create 

high repulsive forces [66] and instability [67] of the model. Therefore, it was 

necessary to introduce a limitation in the implementation that each particle can be 

copied only once. Also, from this analysis it was evident that the initial particle 
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should be placed closer to the birth plane to avoid discontinuities in the particle 

flow. The adequate initial position is coloured yellow in the Fig. 5.  

Afterwards, we added a so-called life-status property to all particles. This property 

plays the same role as set used in [68] to group inlet, fluid and outlet particles, 

however the whole particle array from [68] is too cumbersome especially block 

rearrangement after some particles change set. Likewise, inflow threshold and 

outflow threshold from [68] correspond to our birth and death planes. The initial 

particle has life-status new-born (=0). Once it passes through the birth plane, it 

copies itself to copy1 and it gets a life-status adult (=1). The coordinates of the 

adult particles are not checked against birth plane, and hence they are never 

copied again. Copy1 particle is now the new new-born, and once it too passes 

through birth plane, it is copied to copy2 particle, while copy1 becomes another 

adult. This process repeats from the moment the initial particle passes through the 

birth plane, until the end of the simulation.  

On the other side (outlet), we have the death plane. Once the adult particle passes 

through, it gets deleted (grey).  

In the Fig. 5. the process of creation and deletion of the particles is demonstrated 

on 1D example, but the algorithm is identical for real-life 3D problems. First, we 

calculate the distance from a point i.e. SPH particle, to the birth or death plane. 

Second, we check if its within prescribed tolerance, if yes then we update particle 

life-status accordingly. 

This is slightly different from the solution described in [62] where the particle is 

copied to the beginning of the inflow zone. Similar is the entry boundary 

condition [65] that has entry layer and three replicated layers of image particles 

with prescribed velocities. Once the entry layer particle [65] moves beyond the 

prescribed boundary it becomes interior particle [65] and another image particle is 

injected in the last replicated layer [65]. The difference between our solution and 

methods presented in [62] and [65] is that in our solution the distance between the 

initial particle position and the birth plane determines the frequency of the new 

particle generation (which is in accordance with the prescribed velocity), while in 

[62] it’s the width of the inflow zone, and in [65] it contains three fixed layers of 

replicated particles. Either way, the boundary deficiency problem is solved. In 

order to generate new particles at desired inter-particle distance, our solution 
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needed enhanced if condition that checks whether the particle has passed through 

birth plane, and if that’s the case the particle is copied to its initial position. 

Unlike LS-DYNA Deactivation box [60,61] shown in the Fig. 3. which practically 

has six death planes, our initial solution has only one, to avoid unnecessary 

checks in every time step [37]. 

This solution is suited for the engineering applications [4], such as pipeline 

analysis [57], modelling of mould filling [69] or filling of liquid containers [70], 

but for the bioengineering application [5] it is inadequate, because model outlets 

[55] need to be on the same death plane.  

Another issue that is present in LS-DYNA is the sudden drop of pressure and lack 

of consistency [37,67] when the particles are deleted. The solution to the 

consistency issue is adding ghost particles downstream [57]. These particles have 

the pressure set to zero, and prescribed velocity of water front [58]. To avoid a 

sudden drop of pressure, outlet ghost particles can have frozen physical variables 

[68]. 

Inflow/outflow boundary conditions can be used to indirectly prescribe pressure 

of boundary particles using time variation of water level in the reservoir [57,68]. 

Current state of the art pressure inlet and outlet boundary conditions [71] enables 

generalised constant pressure on open boundaries to be specified. This is done by 

controlling incoming or outgoing particle velocity to assure a target pressure and 

density is achieved at the theoretical boundary interface [71]. Therefore, it is still 

velocity prescribed problem, but with pressure as a controlled measure.  

The most advanced academic/scientific SPH solver DualSPHysics [63,72,73] has 

buffer zones [64] with recommended five layers [65] of buffer particles. 

DualSPHysics has free surface elevation prescription [57,68] as well.  

However, when it comes to using described inlet/outlet algorithms in 

bioengineering applications, there are some disadvantages that could be solved 

with the solution proposed within this work. First, in DualSPHysics the buffer 

layers are created by defining simple geometries like a rectangle or a circle [73], 

therefore complex 3D geometry found in inlets/outlets of cardio-vascular models 

cannot be accurately represented. Second, prescribed velocity must be 

perpendicular to the buffer threshold which means that the inlet must be placed so 

that prescribed velocity is collinear with the predicted blood flow. Third, 

prescribed velocity profile in DualSPHysics can be fixed constant, fixed linear, or 
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fixed parabolic [73], but elaborate velocity profiles like Womersley profile which 

characterise pulsatile flow cannot be specified.  

Our initial methodology for particle generation and destruction is virtually the 

same as DualSPHysics inlet/outlet algorithm [63,72,73], and algorithms presented 

in [57,62,64,65,68]. It has the same functionality with different terminology, but 

also the same shortcomings when it comes to bioengineering applications. We 

fixed these drawbacks in the next iteration of our lifecycle algorithm. 

4.3 Novel flexible generation/destruction algorithm 

The most important improvement of the initial solution was to replace the birth 

plane which is equivalent to buffer threshold from DualSPHysics with mother 

SPH particles (life-status = -1) and the death plane which is equivalent to 

deactivation boundary plane [57,58,59] implemented in LS-Dyna with killer SPH 

particles with life-status = -2. In the contrast to the new-born particles, which 

correspond to open boundary particles in inlet buffer [64] we also added dying 

particles with life-status = 2. These dying particles are located at the outlet 

[55,64], and their properties are unchanged, except for coordinates [68], which 

prevents a sudden drop of pressure and consistency deficiency [37,67]. In the 

following text, we will explain the functionality of the new life-cycle algorithm 

shown in the Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6 Improved SPH generation and deletion 

 

In the Fig. 6. the brown particles represent blood vessel wall made of elastic 

material, while the pink particles represent viscous fluid (blood) adult particles. 

Blue are mother particles and black are killer particles, which both have fixed 

coordinates. Green are new-born particles which have prescribed velocity and other 

properties, same as DualSPHysics buffer particles [73], and yellow are dying 

particles, whose properties remain unchanged, except coordinates [68]. Grey are 

particles that are being deleted.  

Unlike birth plane from the first solution, the mother particles (blue) are behind 

new-born particles (green), and instead of checking the distance between new-

born particles and birth plane, we now check new-born neighbours. This makes 

prescription of birth plane side, which is in DualSPHysics defined using keyword 
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direction in input file [73], unnecessary and obsolete. New-born particles flow 

away from mother particles, and once they are no longer in contact, they copy 

themselves to the initial position, marked with an arrow in the Fig.6. The newly 

copied new-born particles then start to flow with prescribed velocity, while the 

old, original new-born particles now become adult (pink). The solution presented 

in this paper can be modified and upgraded for prescription of pressure boundary 

conditions needed for simulation of pressure gradient driven flow [65], which will 

be evaluated in the discussion. Currently, however, velocity or body force must be 

prescribed at the inlet to the new-born particles and pressure must be prescribed to 

the dying particles.  

The velocities of the adult particles are calculated according to [37] in every time 

step. Adult fluid particles continue to flow within the boundaries set by solid 

elastic wall particles (brown), until they come in contact with killer particles 

(black). Then they become dying particles (yellow), which means that their 

properties are no longer updated in every time step, except for coordinates, same 

as in [68]. Due to the velocity they had when their life-status became dying, they 

continue moving in a straight line, as long as they stay in contact with the killer 

particles. Once dying particles are no longer in contact with killer particles, they 

are deleted (grey).  

Killer particles have very small smoothing length compared to the regular adult 

fluid particles, so they form more linear barrier. 

Smoothing length of mother particles is used to fine tune intervals at which new 

particles are born, which is much more practical than moving them, since they don’t 

need to belong to the plane which is perpendicular to the Cartesian axis. 

Fluid adult particles are unconstrained and are free to move within the volume 

confined by wall. Boundary condition prescription for the wall particles is a 

particular challenge. If these particles remain unconstrained, they would flow with 

the fluid making the model pointless. If all of the wall particles are constrained, 

elasticity and deformation would be eliminated. Fixed constrain imposed to inlet 

and outlet wall particles would produce unrealistic deformations because the effect 

of blood vessel before and after analysed section is removed, and the influence of 

the surrounding tissue is neglected [30]. The most realistic model would imply 

blood vessel and enclosing flesh represented by the several layers of SPH particles 

with only the outer layer fully constrained, leaving the inner layers deformable. We 
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tried this on other models, not shown in this paper, and the results were on average 

within 3% of velocity values for one layer, fully constrained wall. Hence, in this 

paper, we modelled wall with one layer fully constrained particles, except a few 

chosen particles which were left unconstrained that we used for plotting physical 

values of interest. 

Using mother and killer particles instead of buffer threshold [73], gives us the 

possibility to prescribe irregular shaped inlet/outlet boundaries. Since the initial 

particle position is used as a reference for particle copy and not the distance from 

the inflow zone [62], prescribed velocity does not need to be perpendicular to the 

boundary. Also, instead of particle management algorithm [64], the mother and 

killer particles allow linked list neighbour search algorithm to be reused for 

changing the life-status of particles, thus improving SPH efficiency, which will be 

explained in the next section. 

4.4 Linked list neighbour search  

The most time-consuming process in the SPH analysis is the search for 

neighbouring particles [37]. As particles move around the model, their neighbours 

change, so this action must be performed at each time step [37].  

The simplest, but infeasible solution is the direct search [74], which implies that for 

every particle, we must cycle through all of the other particles, calculate inter-

particle distance ijr , and check if that distance is less than smoothing length h of the 

bell-shaped kernel function W. If this condition is satisfied, the tested particle is 

added to the nearest neighbour list [74] and used in particle approximation [37], as 

explained in the Section 2.  

The more practical solution is to divide the entire model into subdomains [75], 

whose dimensions correspond to the smoothing length (as illustrated in the Fig. 

7.). 

 

Fig. 7 Linked list subdomains  

 

These subdomains form linked lists [74,75] as depicted in the Fig. 7. Based on its 

coordinates, each particle is assigned to the specific cell [75]. When we search for 

the neighbours of a specific particle, we check all the particles belonging to the 

same cell as the observed particle (red cell), and the connected (blue) cells [75]. 
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We used linked list neighbour search algorithm [74,75] to determine the life status 

of a particular particle as well. When a certain particle is within the smoothing 

length [37] of the observed particle, we check if the certain particle is a mother or 

a killer, and change the life status of the observed particle accordingly. 

5. Results and Discussion 

For the simulations, in-house developed software is used. The FEM simulations 

are performed using PAK-F software [76] that was already successfully applied to 

model several problems in bioengineering [17]. The SPH simulations are carried 

out using SPH07 software [77] that is adapted for a broader application in 

bioengineering, using the approach described in this paper. 

5.1 Benchmark: fluid flow in backward facing step channel  

This benchmark model is often used for validation of the numerical fluid flow 

simulation, with experimental results published in [78] and the problem geometry 

[79] presented in the Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8 Backward facing step problem geometry 

 

The turbulence in this model is caused by a sudden increase of a vessel cross-section 

(after the step) with eddy forming right behind it as is illustrated in the Fig. 8. The 

step has a relative height H, and its relative length is 4H [79]. The width of the 

channel is 5H and its total length is 20H [79]. The important measure is the distance 

after which persistent fluid flow touches the vessel wall, denoted as Xr in the Fig. 

8. which is experimentally determined as 6H [78]. In the case of the SPH, the wall 

is modelled as elastic material with density 3 37.83 /e g mm  , Young’s modulus 

112.07E e Pa , and Poisson’s ratio 0.3  . Inner wall particles are unconstrained, 

while the outer layer is fully constrained. One of the inner, unconstrained particles 

is SPH particle 467 (denoted in Fig. 14) which we used to plot the values of interest. 

In the FEM simulation we do not model F-S interaction. Instead, we prescribe the 

boundary condition that ensures that fluid velocity on the wall surface is equal to 

zero. Corresponding FEM node 4819 is used to obtain fluid pressure over time. This 

node is denoted in Fig. 13. 
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Inside the vessel there is a Newtonian fluid with density 3 31 /e g mm  , and 

dynamic viscosity 21 /e g mms  . With the averaged inlet velocity of 

16666 /inletv mm s  we get Re 5000  [78]. The FEM model consists of 7600 

elements, while SPH model has on average 7820 particles. The FEM analysis was 

performed within the time frame of 100 seconds using 200 time steps with fixed 

duration of 0.5 s. In SPH, we added 10 seconds for the model to be filled with 

particles, while the time step length is determined dynamically using Courant-

Friedrichs-Lewy condition. The results in the Fig. 9. and Fig. 10. show velocity in 

the flow direction for k   model implemented in solver PAK-F and 

corresponding results from the SPH07 solver at the end of the analysis (t=100s). 

 

Fig. 9 FEM results (VX velocity) from PAK-F using k-ω model 

 

Fig. 10 SPH results (VX velocity) from SPH07 

 

The streamlines visualize eddy formation determined by PAK-F and SHP07 at the 

beginning of the analysis (t=1s) in the Fig. 11. and Fig. 12. respectively. 

 

Fig. 11 FEM results (streamlines) from PAK-F using k-ω model 

 

Fig. 12 SPH results (streamlines) from SPH07 

 

Differential pressure field occurs due to changes of channel cross-section and 

resulting eddy formation and the subsequent turbulent flow. This field, obtained 

from PAK-F and SHP07, at the beginning of the analysis (t=1s), is shown in the 

Fig. 13. and Fig. 14. 

 

Fig. 13 FEM results (differential pressure) from PAK-F using k-ω model 

 

Fig. 14 SPH results (differential pressure) from SPH07 

 

Differential pressure value at step edge during the whole analysis is shown in the 

Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 15 Differential pressure at step edge 

 

Comparing Fig. 9. to Fig. 15. one can notice great correspondence between FEM 

results using k   model and the SPH results. In the SPH analysis, we can 

observe small velocity and pressure fluctuations between neighbouring particles, 

due to coarse particle size and non-uniform particle distributions [65,68], while 

the velocity transitions in the FEM analysis are significantly smoother.  

5.2 Real life example: patient-specific carotid bifurcation  

This geometry is obtained from the CT scan of an anonymous patient shown in 

the Fig. 16. 

 

Fig. 16 Scanned carotid geometry 

 

The bifurcation section of the right carotid artery is extracted and converted into 

FEM mesh depicted in the Fig. 17. using STL2FEM software [80] and FEM 

nodes are consecutively converted into SPH particles [81]. 

 

Fig. 17 FEM mesh of carotid bifurcation obtained from STL2FEM software 

 

The FEM model of the fluid (blood) within carotid bifurcation  analysed volume 

consists of 20237 3D elements. Like in the previous benchmark example, we do 

not model F-S interaction with FEM and instead we prescribe the fluid velocity on 

the wall surface to be equal to zero. 

SPH patient-specific modelling of human organs and the cardiovascular system is 

not new [82-84], however, since FEM is much more widespread in comparison to 

the SPH method, and is compatible with significantly more pre-processing and 

post-processing software solutions, the most common practice for generation of 

SPH particles is to first create FEM mesh, and then to convert FEM nodes, or 

element centres, into the SPH particles [81]. However, if we observe the Fig. 17. 

we can see that the size of the elements at the outlet branches is significantly 

smaller than the size at the common section surface. Using SPH particles with 

variable size would be impractically difficult, because if we would assume that 
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every particle has the same mass and smoothing length, then we would get 

sections with excessive overlapping and sections with gaps. Thus, for the SPH 

analysis, we took only vessel shell elements, and divided larger elements into 

smaller ones using commercial software FEMAP (Siemens PLM Software, Plano, 

Texas, US) until all the elements were approximately the same size. Thereafter, 

we used LS-PrePost (LSTC, Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, US) to create 

SPH particles corresponding to the element centres. That way we got vessel wall 

made of elastic material, and new-born and killer particles at the inlet and the 

outlet respectively. Mother particles are obtained from the small shell section 

which we offset in FEMAP. Unlike FEM analysis, in the case of SPH, we first fill 

the empty vessel (bifurcation) with particles, and then compare the behaviour with 

FEM. Initial SPH model shown in the Fig. 18. has 7732 particles, 6499 belonging 

to the wall, while the rest are either new-born, mother or killer particles. 

 

Fig. 18 SPH model of carotid bifurcation: empty vessel with mother, newborn and killer particles 

 

The FEM analysis was carried out during the period of 0.8s, i.e. a single heartbeat. 

The FEM analysis consists of 40 time steps of 0.02s, while the SPH solver 

determines the time step automatically. SPH time step varies during the analysis, 

but the output files are written regularly at 0.02s to facilitate comparison with the 

FEM.  

Inside the carotid vessel, there is blood modelled as a Newtonian fluid with 

density 3 31.05 /e g mm  , and dynamic viscosity 33.675 /e g mms  . The wall acts 

as an elastic material with density 3 31.1 /e g mm  , Young’s modulus 53.61E e Pa , 

and Poisson’s ratio 0.49  . In the carotid model presented in this paper, wall is 

represented as a single layer with fully constrained particles, except for particles 

used for physical values measurement as explained in the Section 4.3. According 

to [85], Lennard-Jones repulsive force [3] is applied to the fluid particles 

approaching the wall. As can be seen from the Fig. 18., the initial velocity profile 

is flattened parabola with Womersley number α=4.7 according to Ponzini [86]. At 

the inlet, a parabolic velocity profile is prescribed, with the averaged inlet velocity 

of 169 /avgv mm s  and the maximum velocity during systole of 327 /maxv mm s . 

Velocity fields during systole (0.1s) for PAK-F and SPH07 are shown in the Fig. 

19. and Fig. 20. respectively. 
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Fig. 19 FEM results: velocity magnitude during systole 

 

Fig. 20 SPH results: velocity magnitude during systole 

 

Same as in the case of backward facing step, we can see velocity fluctuations 

between SPH particles due to coarse particle size and non-uniform particle 

distributions [65,68], while the FEM results show smoother transitions between 

layers with different velocities. The corresponding streamlines are shown in the 

Fig. 21. and Fig.22. 

 

Fig. 21 FEM streamlines: velocity magnitude during systole 

 

Fig. 22 SPH streamlines: velocity magnitude during systole 

 

The differential pressure field during systole is shown in the Fig. 23. and Fig.24. 

 

Fig. 23 Differential pressure field in FEM during systole 

 

Fig. 24 Differential pressure field in SPH during systole 

 

Changes of the total pressure at bifurcation point, which is measured at FEM node 

16438 marked in Fig. 23. and SPH particle 747 marked in Fig 24. are shown in the 

Fig.25.  

 

Fig. 25 Total pressure at bifurcation 

 

The results presented  for both benchmark example, and the real patient’s carotid 

model show that SPH gives more chaotic behaviour with pressure variations 

caused by density fluctuations [68] and non-uniform particle distributions [65] in 

both industrial (experimental) and bioengineering applications of turbulent fluid 

flow analysis. FEM is advantageous over SPH in terms of model (mesh) 
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generation, and execution time, but that can change with proliferation of the SPH 

method and its great parallelization potential [63,87].  

5.3 Pressure calculation and prescription issues  

In this section we will discuss pressure computation problems and possibility of 

using our life cycle algorithm for pressure gradient driven analysis.  

The SPH method uses a weakly compressible form with an equation of state that 

defines pressure as a function of density [68]: 

 2

0 0p c    ,     (28) 

where 0c  is initial sound speed and 0  is initial density. A large speed of sound 

 0 10 maxc   v  is used to maintain density variation lower than 1% 0  , but this 

also leads to smaller time step [88]. The greater time step can generate large and 

non-physical fluctuations of pressure, which may cause numerical instability [65] 

and corrupt the results. 

The current algorithm implies prescribed velocity to new-born particles and zero 

pressure prescribed to dying particles. In order to have a pressure gradient driven 

problem [71] a few modifications to life-cycle algorithm must be performed. First 

to match calculation point [71] which is used to measure pressure in order to 

adjust inlet velocity, we must add another layer of particles which would have 

special life-status for example let’s call them child particles. Child particles would 

be between new-born and adult particles, and their average pressure could be 

compared to the prescribed pressure in order to calculate a scale factor for new-

born particle velocities in the next step. If we would want to prescribe pressure 

directly from a time-varying function to new-born particles, we would not need 

child particles, but instead a few layers of ghost particles should be added behind 

mother particles, and around new-born in order to have neighbouring consistency, 

and to prevent backflow. 

Pressure prescription however, would create one big issue: velocity profile. 

Pulsatile blood flow in the cardiovascular system is characterised by complex 

Womersley profile [86], and pressure prescription would generate fixed linear 

[73] profile at the inlet. This could be corrected by extending inlet and outlet 

zones according to [89], giving enough space for Womersley profile to be formed 

due to the interaction between blood and vessel, but this however would 
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significantly increase the model size, and the reduction of the model size was one 

of the main motives in the development of our life-cycle algorithm. 

6. Conclusion 

 In this paper, we presented an improvement to inflow/outflow boundary 

conditions that we named life-cycle algorithm. The main difference in comparison 

to the traditional implementation is that we utilize special sets of particles that we 

named mother and killer particles instead of buffer threshold [73], to separate 

analysed fluid domain from the inflow and outflow regions. The main advantage 

of this implementation is that inflow/outflow boundary can have multiple complex 

shapes and positions often found in bioengineering, and the second one is that 

prescribed velocity does not need to be perpendicular to the boundary. This 

proposed solution can be used to augment existing algorithms like the ones 

presented in the literature [57,62,64,65,68,71,73].  

In order to verify functionality of the new algorithm, we compared the results of 

the state of the art FEM method with Eulerian formulation and k-ω turbulence 

model with SPH mesh-free Lagrangian numerical method. The results indicate 

that SPH can be used to obtain similar results to that of a traditional and well-

established FEM solver (PAK-F). SPH results are realistic with some velocity 

fluctuations between neighbouring particles and differential pressure field. Also, 

the SPH method has an advantage, which is presented in paper [48] when it comes 

to the fluid-solid interaction analysis due to the Lagrangian formulation, which 

had so far predominantly industrial utilization.  

Bioengineering application of this method was limited by the need for generation 

and destruction of particles in order to create fluid flow, which is the issue that we 

addressed in this paper. The novel particle lifecycle algorithm has the advantage 

over commercial solutions employing traditional activation plane/deactivation box 

in terms of flexibility and robustness. Using this new approach, in our future work 

we will study fluid-solid interaction, such as tracking of cholesterol deposition or 

distribution of drugs within the fluid flow, bleeding and coagulation, vessel 

deformations and stent deployment. 
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Fig. 1 a) Larangian b) Eulerian formulation 

 

Fig. 2 SPH Turbulent fluid flow  
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Fig. 3 Periodic boundary conditions  

 

Fig. 4 LS-Dyna SPH flow generation 

 

Fig. 5 Initial SPH generation and deletion solution  

 

Fig. 6 Improved SPH generation and deletion 

 

Fig. 7 Linked list subdomains  
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Fig. 8 Backward facing step problem geometry 

 

Fig. 9 FEM results (VX velocity) from PAK-F using k-ω model 

 

Fig. 10 SPH results (VX velocity) from SPH07 

 

Fig. 11 FEM results (streamlines) from PAK-F using k-ω model 
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Fig. 12 SPH results (streamlines) from SPH07 

 

  

Fig. 13 FEM results (differential pressure) from PAK-F using k-ω model 

 

  

Fig. 14 SPH results (differential pressure) from SPH07 
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Fig. 15 Differential pressure at step edge 

 

  

Fig. 16 Scanned carotid geometry 
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Fig. 17 FEM mesh of carotid bifurcation obtained from STL2FEM software 

 

Fig. 18 SPH model of carotid bifurcation: empty vessel with mother, newborn and killer particles 

  

Fig. 19 FEM results: Velocity magnitude during systole 
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Fig. 20 SPH results: Velocity magnitude during systole 

  

Fig. 21 FEM streamlines: Velocity magnitude during systole 

  

Fig. 22 SPH streamlines: Velocity magnitude during systole 
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Fig. 23 Differential pressure field in FEM during systole 

  

 

Fig. 24 Differential pressure field in SPH during systole 

 

 

Fig. 25 Total pressure at bifurcation 
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